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GLAST: Exploring the High-Energy Universe
gamma rays provide a direct view into Nature’s largest 
accelerators (supermassive black holes)

gamma rays probe cosmological distances

huge leap in key capabilities, including a largely 
unexplored energy range; great potential for Discovery

– recognized by the National Academy of Sciences 2000 
Decadal Survey (Taylor-McKee): GLAST is top-ranked
mission in its category

also featured in NAS Connecting Quarks with the 
Cosmos and the Physics of the Universe 2004 
Strategic plan:

“…GLAST will focus on the most 
energetic objects and phenomena in the 

universe…it will also search for Dark 
Matter candidate particles.”

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/10079.html
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GLAST Participation

LAT is being built by an international team
Stanford University (SLAC & HEPL, Physics)
Goddard Space Flight Center
Naval Research Laboratory
University of California, Santa Cruz
University of Washington
Ohio State University
CEA/Saclay & IN2P3 (France)
ASI & INFN (Italy)
Hiroshima University, ISAS, RIKEN (Japan)
Royal Inst. of Technology & Stockholm Univ. (Sweden)

France     Germany        Italy          Japan       Sweden     USA

SLAC  - host lab managing 
LAT development, 
Stanford University (campus & 
SLAC)  – host for ISOC

GBM is being built by US and Germany
MPE Garching (Germany)
Marshall Space Flight Center

Spacecraft and integration:  General Dynamics

Mission Management:  NASA/GSFC
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GLAST Mission development status

► all mission elements are completing 
the flight hardware fabrication phase 
and are starting integration

► LAT, GBM, and Spacecraft assembly 
complete by early 2006

► LAT and GBM delivery for 
observatory integration – Spring 
2006

► Observatory integration and test –
Spring 2006 through Summer 2007

► launch – August 2007, science 
operations begin within 60 days
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LAT status
► flight hardware integration well 

underway

► ready for integration to 
observatory – June 1, 2006

Integration & Test facility at Stanford University 
/ Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

“first light” in integrated LAT tower
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6 tower movie
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LAT Silicon Tracker
team effort involving  ~70 physicists and engineers from 
Italy (INFN & ASI), the United States, and Japan

LAT TKR performance
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11,500 sensors
350 trays
18 towers

~106 channels
83 m2 Si surface

INFN, Pisa
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LAT Calorimeter
team effort involving physicists and engineers from the 
United States, France (IN2P3 & CEA), and Sweden

NRL

1,728 CsI crystal 
detector elements

18 modules
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LAT Anti-Coincidence Detector
team effort involving physicists and engineers from 
Goddard Space Flight Center, SLAC, and Fermi Lab

ACD before installation of 
Micrometeoroid Shield

ACD with Micrometeoroid Shield 
and Multi-Layer Insulation (but 
without Germanium Kapton outer 
layer)

NASA-GSFC
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LAT Collaboration is preparing for many science 
opportunities

Many opportunities for exciting discoveries:
– determine the origin(s) of the high-energy extragalactic diffuse background 
– measure extragalactic background light to z > 3
– detect γ-ray emission from clusters of galaxies; cosmic-ray acceleration on 

large scales 
– detect γ-rays from Ultra-Luminous Infrared Galaxies; cosmic ray acceleration 

efficiency and star formation rate
– detect high-latitude Galactic Inverse-Compton emission and thereby 

measure TeV-scale CR electrons in the Galaxy
– study high-energy emission from Galactic pulsars
– the unknown!

EGRET (>100 MeV)
60% galactic diffuse 

emission
30% isotropic emission
10% point sources
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Gamma-ray Sources: Inherently Multiwavelength

• Nature rarely produces mono-
energetic particle beams.  
Broad range of particle 
energies leads to broad range 
of photon energies. 

– example: πo production

• Charged particles rarely 
interact by only one process.  
Different processes radiate in 
different energy bands. 

– example: synchrotron-
Compton processes

• High-energy particles needed 
to produce gamma rays can 
radiate in lower-energy bands 
as they lose energy. 

– example: gamma-ray 
burst afterglows

Sources are non-thermal:   produced by interactions of energetic particles

GLAST LAT
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Science opportunities

3rd EGRET Catalog
(271 sources)
GLAST all-sky survey
(~104 sources)
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γ-ray source localization

γ-ray source identification uses a 
multi-wavelength approach

- localization
- variability

source localization (68% radius)
- γ-ray bursts:  1 to tens arcminutes
- unid EGRET sources: 0.3’ – 1’

Unidentified EGRET sources
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Diffuse γ-ray emission from the Milky Way

EGRET (>100 MeV)

► Milky Way:  bright celestial background in high-energy   
γ-rays  (approx. 60% of EGRET γ-rays)

► GLAST LAT science goals require a model for the Milky 
Way background that is reliable:

– on large scales (absolute intensities of extended sources), 

– on small scales (positions of sources, source/background 
discrimination)
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Diffuse γ-ray emission from the Milky Way

Halo

Gas, sources
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► This foreground needs to be well 
characterized for analysis of LAT 
data, much more so than for 
EGRET, owing to vastly better 
statistics and better angular 
resolution 

► The origin is cosmic-ray 
interactions with interstellar gas 
and the interstellar radiation field

► Fundamental questions remain 
from EGRET with results limited by 
knowledge of the diffuse emission; 
e.g.

– particle dark matter;
– the isotropic γ-ray background
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Limits on particle dark matter

►The lightest supersymmetric particle is a 
plausible dark matter candidate, most 
likely with mass >50 GeV

►Annihilation channels produce γ-ray 
lines and continuum, and secondary 
electrons that in turn can produce γ-rays

►WIMPs would be distributed in a 
Galactic halo, with a central density 
enhancement of uncertain cuspiness, 

– most likely the halo will have significant 
substructure, which is important as the 
annihilation rate ~ρ2

inclusive flux, 
or γγ or Zγ “lines”?

q

q

χ

χ

►we need to understand the systematic 
uncertainties in the diffuse emission model
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DM at Galactic center ?

– all of these depend on the 
model for diffuse emission

►Recent re-analyses of 
EGRET data suggest

– source not coincident with 
the Galactic center itself

– variable, too, although 
systematics are significant 
(Nolan et al. 2003)

►Many complications affect 
modeling the diffuse 
emission of this region & 
therefore the current results

►Spectrum, position, variability, and 
potentially angular extent provide clues 
about nature of the EGRET G.C. source

Hooper & Dingus (2002)

Yusef-Zadeh (2002)

20 cm radio 
continuum

Sgr A*

CS (2CS (2--1) line1) line

3EG J1746-2851 
confidence region

Sgr A East

>5 GeV γ-rays

Arches cluster 
(~150 O stars)
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Extragalactic γ-ray background
► origin is a mystery; either sources there for GLAST to 

resolve (and study!) OR there is a truly diffuse flux from the 
early Universe

EGRET constrains blazars to 
be > 25% of diffuse;

annihilation of cosmological 
neutralinos has, in principle, a 
distinctive spectral signature

from Elasser & Mannheim, 
astro-ph/0405235

LAT baseline 
background limit
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discovery spacediscovery space
• blazars
• normal galaxies
• cluster mergers
• primordial diffuse
• new physics
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Probing Extragalactic Background Light with Blazars

No significant attenuation 
below 10 GeV

γ-ray energy (GeV)
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► diffuse EBL contains unique 
information about the epochs of 
formation and the evolution of 
galaxies

► direct EBL measurements require 
accurate model-based subtraction of 
bright foregrounds (e.g., zodiacal 
light)

► alternative approach:  extract imprint 
of EBL absorption, as function of 
redshift, from high-energy spectra of 
extragalactic sources    

γγ e+e- , maximum when
λEBL ~ 1.4 (Eγ / 1000 GeV) μm
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70% of EGRET sources (|b|>10o) are 
blazars

4.8 GHz radio survey; chose bright 
flat-spectrum sources

95% of radio-selected sources are 
blazars

Probing Extragalactic Background Light with Blazars

model A

model B

measure flux E>10 GeV/flux E>1 GeV
► measure the redshift dependence 

of the attenuation of flux above 10 
GeV for a sample of high-redshift
blazars

sensitive to optical-UV EBL

radio-selected blazar survey

EGRET 
blazars

26 objects Z > 3
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TeV (HESS) blazar constraints on EBL
EBL spectral energy distribution

integrated light 
from galaxy counts

reference EBL SED, matches 
direct measurements at 2.2 and 
3.5 μm.

HESS upper limit derived from 
observed hard spectra of 
blazars at z = 0.165 and 0.186

- lower limits on HST galaxy counts combined with HESS upper limit on EBL 
imply that any unresolved component is no more than ~1/3 of the total.
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Summary

► Integration and test of all GLAST observatory components 
(LAT, GBM, S/C, ground elements) underway.

– all known LAT technical issues resolved, I&T proceeding smoothly
– LAT expected to be ready for observatory integration: June 2006
– GLAST launch:  August 2007

► GLAST will provide a new capability for addressing 
important science questions.

– effective use will require extensive coordinated and, in some 
cases, simultaneous observations from radio to TeV energies
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Modeling diffuse emission of the Milky Way

► Nature has given us some breaks

– Radiative transfer is simple – once γ-rays are produced, they 
propagate without scattering or absorption

– CRs tend to be much more smoothly distributed than the 
interstellar gas

– Good tracers of the gas exist for most regions, with doppler shift 
measurements obviating to a large extent the disadvantage of our
in-plane perspective
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Physics in the Extreme Environments of Pulsars

• sites of interactions in 
extreme gravitational, 
electric, and magnetic 
fields.

• key to deciphering 
these extreme 
conditions is having 
accurate, absolute 
timing data for many 
pulsars.

• with the exception of a 
few X-ray pulsars, radio 
band provides the 
needed timing 
information. A sizeable 
radio timing program is 
beyond the scope of 
routine radio pulsar 
programs.

Crab B1509-58 Vela B1706-44
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Multiwavelength light curves of gamma-ray pulsars
- their diversity shows the need for a larger sample with 
better detail, including phase-resolved spectra at all 
wavelengths.
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